Supplies:
The Project Bin: New Leaf stamp set
Ranger: Distress Oxide inks Antique Linen
Wild Honey, Fossilized Amber, Peeled Paint,
VersaFine Majestic Blue ink
Pattern Papers
White cardstock
Sewing Machine

Autumn Leaves, by Penny Ward

Directions
1. Make a base card from white cardstock by folding 4.25 x 11 inches in half.
2. Cut green pattern paper 4.25 x 5.50 inches, cut coordinating pattern papers into long strips, notch ends and adhere to card front.
3. Cut white cardstock 3.5 x 2.5 inches. Stamp pumpkin, leaf and sentiment as shown using Oxide inks.
4. Sew across the sentiment panel with a zig zag stitch.
5. Adhere this panel to base card.